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Request for register extract, rectification, erasure or restriction of 
personal data in central systems 

Register extract 
You have the right to receive information about the personal data (called data below) that the 
Swedish Migration Agency has saved about you. This is stated in Article 15 of the Data 
Protection Regulation. You can only request access to data about yourself. 
If you are resident in Sweden, the register extract will be sent to your population registration 
address. 
If you are abroad, the register extract requested will be sent to a Swedish mission abroad, 
where you can collect it on presenting identification. For security reasons it is not possible to 
send the extract by post or email.  
You will receive the register extract on paper. If, however, there are no data registered about 
you, we will notify you of this by email. 
There is no charge for the register extract. 

 
Rectification, erasure or restriction of processing 
You can also request that data about you are rectified or erased or that the processing of the 
data is restricted.  
 
General information 
You only need to cross the alternatives you are interested in. 
To enable the Swedish Migration Agency to search for you in its central systems, you need to 
provide some personal data. 

Personal data 
Given name Surname 

Date of birth/personal identity number  Citizenship 

Passport number/passport type Phone number 

Postal address 

Postcode and locality Email address 

 

Register extract from central systems 
I want an extract from central VIS  

☐ Yes   VIS contains data about applications for visas to the 
Schengen area. 
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I want an extract from the central aliens database  

☐ Yes   The central aliens database contains data about applications 
for residence permits in Sweden. 

I want an extract from the eArchive (Archived aliens 
cases) 

 

☐ Yes   The eArchive contains data about applications for residence 
permits in Sweden that have been archived. 

Rectify data 
I want to rectify data about me that are inaccurate 
☐ Yes   

 
State what application, i.e. what control number, file number or type of case is involved. Also give the date of the 
application.   
  

 
What data about you do you consider are inaccurate? 

How do you want the data to be changed?  

Delete data 
I want to delete data about me 

☐ Yes  
 

State what application, i.e. what control number, file number of type of case 
is involved. Also give the date of the application.   
  

 
What data do you want to delete? 

Why do you want to delete the data?  
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Restriction of processing 
I want to request restriction of the processing of data about me. Restriction of processing means that you have the 
right to stop the Swedish Migration Agency from processing data while an investigation is being conducted about 
whether to rectify or delete the data.  
☐ Yes  

 

What processing is to be restricted and why? 

Send the completed request to the relevant mission abroad or 
the Swedish Migration Agency. 
 
You can contact the Swedish Data Protection Authority if you are 
dissatisfied with the reply from the Swedish Migration Agency 
regarding a register extract, rectification, deletion or restriction of 
processing of personal data. 
 
The Swedish Migration Agency processes the data that you provide 
us with in your request so as to be able to deal with your application 
in an efficient and legally certain way. The Swedish Migration Agency 
is obliged under Chapter 5, Sections 1–2 of the Public Access to 
Information and Secrecy Act (2009:400) to register official 
documents. 
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